Dear Representatives and Committee ,
We beg you to use your power of representation to block any attempt in Oregon to remove the ability
of parents to philosophically or religiously exempt their children from receiving vaccines .... specifically
today, HB 3063.
We have had vaccine injuries and resulting disease and autoimmune issues in our family ...we have
spent years mitigating chronic issues, food allergies, and a lost battle with leukemia for one family
member as a result. Allergies and autoimmune disease do not qualify for the stringent medical
exemption guidelines that other recent state mandates have imposed because these issues are not
immediately “life threatening” ;however, the cumulative affect of MORE forced vaccinations would
certainly put them hazardously close to that mark.
Only offering Stringent medical exemptions is not right. Not every parent can home school, and stripping
away taxpayers’ children’s right to attend school because they didn’t get a chicken pox or tetanus or
HPV vaccine or fu shot is unconscionable, if not unconstitutional.
We also believe that our bodies are temples in our faith and injecting our children with toxic adjuvants
and preservatives, let alone the cell lines of aborted fetal tissue is not ok in that regard with us.
Mandating any medical procedure that has risks (vaccines have been deemed “ unavoidably unsafe” by
the Supreme Court and have a plethora of risks as determined by independent peer reviewed research
) is akin to the horrendous mandated vaccine and medical practices in Nazi war camps in WWII on
innocent voiceless victims.
Our Medical Freedom as Oregonians is the most important freedom we have: choosing what goes into
our and our children’s bodies must remain a right we are entitled to as free citizens.
To promote health and safety for each of us INDIVIDUALLY - we must be seen as individuals who are
all different and respond to injected medicine/ viruses or chemical preservatives like formaldehyde or
neurologically toxic metals like aluminum etc. differently. What may not affect one, can seriously
compromise the health of another... one size does not fit all with vaccines.
Additionally, our family carries the MTHFR gene mutation - as do thousands in our state- which has
made many of our family members less able to detox from injected chemicals and adjuvants, yet this
gene anomaly would likely not be recognized as severe enough for medical exemption .
Please stand up for our medical freedom and vote against any bill limiting vaccine exemptions.... for the
thousands of susceptible children of our state and to set a firm precedent for the millions in our nation .
The voiceless need your voice now.
Sincerely,
Karen and Jacob Austin
Grants Pass, OREGON

